... Simplicity
convenience
technology and
versatility ...

PlayMini
Your mind will wrestle with the contradiction of how something so diminutive can sound so
gigantic. It doesn’t seem possible, but this is exactly what Totem has been doing for three
decades. It has everything the bigger, award-winning KIN Play does, just in a more compact
form that fits anywhere and everywhere.				
				
										www.totemacoustic.com

PlayMini
The KIN Play Mini requires no additional 		
amplification. Simply pair it with the world’s
most popular sources and mobile devices and
start enjoying your music.
Equipped with Bluetooth and aptx HD for
wireless streaming. The KIN Play Mini can be
easily placed in room. The analog and digital
inputs allow a variety of sources to be
connected: turntables to gaming consoles.
Totem recognizes the challenge that certain
sources and recordings create and this is why we
have equipped the new KIN Play Mini with both
bass and treble controls, easily accessible from
the remote control, allowing the listener to
customize his/her sound.
The reset option ensures original settings are
easily restored.

Specifications / Features
Driver Array:

Customized 1-inch Metal Alloy Dome Tweeter
Customized Natural Hybrid 4” Woofer

Power:

2 x 70w RMS

Frequency Response:

59Hz - 22kHz ± 3dB

Wireless Connectivity:

Bluetooth 4.1

Analog Inputs:		

Stereo RCA switchable between Phono and
Line Level Mini jack (3.5 mm)

Digital Inputs:		

Optical

Outputs:		

Subwoofer Out

Accessories:

Remote Control, speaker wire, interconnects,
adhesive feet and magnetic grill covers.

Dimensions: (WxHxD):

6.37” x 10.62” x 7.48”/ 162 x 270 x 190mm

Weight:			

Active: 10.05 lbs / 4.56 kg
Passive: 8.25 lbs / 3.74 kg

Bluetooth Sampling Rate: 8kHz, 11.025kHz, 12kHz, 16kHz, 22.05kHz, 		
24kHz, 32kHz, 44.1kHz,48kHz

Optical Insampling Rate: 24bit / 192kHz
Decoding:

MP2 / MP3, WMA, FLAC(8/16/24bit), AAC/MP4/		
M4A, WAV(IMA/ADPCM and raw PCM),AIF,AIFC

Available Finishes: Satin Black and Satin White

The multi-control can be used if the KIN Play Mini is within range or
the included remote if it isnt. When streaming wireless the Bluetooth enabled device is your option.
Beyond Bluetooth, the KIN Play Mini has a switchable Phono/Line
stereo RCA input, 3.5mm, optical and a subwoofer output.

About Totem Acoustic
Created in 1987,and celebrating our 30th anniversary, Totem’s mission is to develop loudspeakers capable
of reproducing a truly involving performance. Our goal is to provide designs that are affordable, cosmetically
timeless, and invoke an emotional response. Music, movies, TV, and video games are accurately rendered
with a powerful focus that is yet soul stirring. totemacoustic.com
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